Diffusion MRI, together with tractography techniques, is a non-invasive tool to investigate 18 the brain's structural pathways (tracts). These tracts join together different regions of the brain and 19 tract identification often involves the use of manual ROIs or automated techniques such as 20 clustering. By studying these connections, current understanding of the connectome can be 21 improved and changes due to disease in patient populations may be identified. We developed a 22 tool to automatically identify all pathways in the human brain, including the short-range, U-shaped 23 tracts, and map quantitative scalar metrics along the pathway trajectory for subsequent analysis. 24
Introduction

37
The brain comprises of numerous regions connected by bundles of axons which form 38 structural pathways [1, 2] . These pathways form networks to distribute information between 39 different regions and enable performance of complex tasks [3] . Diffusion magnetic resonance 40 imaging (dMRI) and tractography techniques allow for estimation of pathway trajectories. Due to 41 the nature of axonal configuration, water molecules preferentially diffuses along the axis of an 42 axon [4] . dMRI acquires information sensitive to the diffusion, enabling non-invasive investigation 43 of these structural pathways [5] . Advancements in hardware and software have enabled the ability 44 to study both long and short range (U-shaped) pathways, extending to distant regions of the brain 45 and joining adjacent brain regions residing just below the cortical surface respectively [6, 7] . 46 47 Tractography techniques are able to leverage the diffusion information to reconstruct 48 pathway trajectories as streamlines [1] . A number of tractography algorithms have been developed 49 and can be broadly categorized into one of two groups: deterministic or probabilistic. Regardless 50 of the chosen algorithm, the tracking process is similar: (1) estimate fiber orientation within the 51 imaging voxel and (2) follow along a fiber orientation to generate streamlines indicative of the 52 estimated trajectory. The strengths and weaknesses of each type of algorithm have been previously 53 reviewed by Sotiropoulos and Zalewsky [1] and Sarwar [2] . 54 55 While the gold standard for investigating structural connectivity is the use of chemical 56 tracers, tractography offer non-invasive methods to investigate and accurately reconstruct 57 structural pathways [1, 3] . Past studies have implicated both the short-range [6, 8, 9] and long-range 58 [10] [11] [12] pathways in patients with either neurological or psychiatric disorders. Improved 59 understanding of how structural connections are affected may increase efficacy of treatment. 60
Additionally, abnormalities affecting the axonal bundles could provide key insights to diagnosing 61 neurological or psychiatric disorders. Previous studies have observed quantitative differences in 62 white matter tracts (pathways joining together two brain regions) between healthy individuals and 63 patients, and correlating observations with patients' clinical symptoms [10] . 64 65 To identify different tracts from tractography, manual or automated techniques can be 66 employed. Manual techniques require users to place inclusion and exclusion regions of interest to 67 extract tracts for further investigation. These techniques are often laborious, requiring knowledge 68 of anatomy, and results can vary between different users or sessions [13] . In contrast, automated 69 techniques employ unsupervised clustering algorithms to identify tracts [13] and have been 70 previously shown to produce pathways with high confidence [13, 14] . These techniques often rely 71 on the similarity of streamline trajectories. While automated techniques may include incomplete 72 or false positive streamline generated from tractography [13] , user biases introduced with manual 73 intervention are avoided [14] . A number of automated techniques have been developed and applied 74 to tractography (O'Donnell and Westin [15] , Maddah et al. [16] , Li et al. [17] , Garyfallidis et al. 75 [18] to name a few). 76 77 Reproducibility using any technique is crucial to increasing confidence of the results. With 78 numerous algorithms available for performing tractography and its noted challenges [19, 20] , it is 79 important for clustering techniques to be able to replicate identified tracts with high reliability. 80
Additionally, associated quantitative measurements along tract trajectories should be reproducible 81 across different subjects or sessions [21] . In this work, we introduce our tractography clustering 82 5 tool, which identifies both long and short range tracts, and evaluate the reproducibility of the 83 outputs using this developed resource by applying it to two open source datasets: (1) at random within the brain until a target of 100,000 streamlines have been selected. 172 173 Streamline densities from the generated whole-brain tractography were then filtered to 174 match the FOD lobe amplitude until filtering has reached a user-defined streamline count. For the 175 template, the user-defined streamline count was set to 50,000, while the streamline count for all 176 other generated tractography was set to 100,000. Filtering was performed by making use of the 177 summed. An example of this is shown in Fig 2A. Individual streamlines, where the distance was 200 more than two standard deviations from the average whole-brain streamline distance, were 201 discarded. A Gaussian kernel, with a width ( ) of 8mm, was applied to the computed distances to 202 create an affinity matrix characterizing the similarity between streamlines for spectral clustering. Labels were propagated to the whole-brain tractography generated for individual 231 subjects/sessions assessed for reproducibility. A sub-sample of the labelled template tractography 232 was extracted to improve memory consumption and processing time. Similarity of streamlines 233 13 between the sub-sampled template and individual subject/session tractography was computed with 234 the previously described method. Again, a Gaussian kernel of width (8mm) was applied following 235 outlier removal. Labels from template streamlines were then propagated to subject/session 236 tractography based on greatest similarity. This establishes label correspondence between the most 237 similar streamlines across generated tractography. Shown in Fig 2C, presents the workflow 238 required to propagate labels from template to new subject/sessions. 239 240 Short range, U-shaped streamlines 241 Streamlines comprising short-range, U-shaped tracts were identified using adapted 242 parameters [46, 47] and implemented as a filter to extract from whole-brain tractography. The 243 identified U-shaped streamlines can be clustered using the same method as explained in the 244 previous section, replacing whole-brain tractography with the filtered, U-shaped tractography. 245
Extraction of U-shaped streamlines take advantage of the shape and curvature by leveraging the 246 distance between the endpoints of a streamline and the streamline length. Streamline lengths were 247 computed as the arc length (L) of the sample points (si). Endpoint distances (D) were computed as 248 the Euclidean distance between each terminal end of the streamline. 249
To extract only streamlines with an U-shaped curvature, the endpoint distance was 252 constrained to approximately one-third of the streamline length. Additional length constraints of 253 20mm (minimum) and 80mm (maximum) were imposed. Streamlines crossing the mid-sagittal 254 plane of the brain (eg. corpus callosum) were removed. Average Euclidean distance 270 For each identified tract, a centroid streamline was computed ( Fig 4A) and the average 271 Euclidean distance was computed from corresponding sample points between the centroid 272 streamlines of a tract for a single subject/session and of the template tract ( Fig 4B) . The majority 273 of identified tracts fell within 4mm (or 4 voxels) of the template centroid streamline. The average 274 Euclidean distance observed across investigated tracts was 3.15 +/-0.394 mm and 3.28 +/-0.652 275 mm across sessions (intrasubject) and subjects (intersubject) data respectively ( Fig 4C) . A summary statistic for each tract within a group can be found in Table 1 
Intraclass correlation 309
Additionally, along tract reproducibility of a quantitative scalar metric was evaluated. 310
Here, fractional anisotropy (FA) is chosen as the metric subject to evaluation due to its widespread 311 use and interpretation. To evaluate its reproducibility, the scalar value at each sample location was 312 taken and grouped prior to computing the intraclass correlation, a measure of absolute agreement 313
for the values within a group. In Fig 6, All U-shaped tracts with streamlines in all sessions/subjects in each dataset were sorted in 368 descending coefficient of variation (CoV) ( Fig 9A) . CoV was not calculated for tracts missing 369 streamlines in at least one session or subject. A combination of CoV and streamline counts were 370 used as thresholds to identify reliable U-shaped tracts. Selected CoV thresholds of <20% and <40% 371 were selected for MyConnectome and HCP datasets respectively. Additionally, a minimum and 372 maximum mean streamline threshold of 10 and 150 respectively was applied. Fig 9B display In order to perform clustering of streamlines and to compare scalar metrics associated with 386 tracts across subjects and sessions, a few assumptions are made. As equally-spaced sample points 387 25 were taken along streamlines, including the terminal ends, spatial correspondence between the 388 sample points across the different streamlines was assumed. As a result, all streamlines are 389 required to be sampled with the same number of points. However, streamlines that comprise a tract 390 could be of different lengths, resulting in differences in spatial location of sample points. For 391 example, an individual streamline may have already terminated prior to the terminus of longer 392 streamline within the tract. As a result, the sample point located at the terminus end of the 393 streamline may have better correspondence with a non-terminal sample point of the longer 394 streamline. These differences in streamline lengths may affect the clustering of individual 395 streamlines to tracts due to spatial differences of sample points. An additional consequence is the 396 effect on evaluating of scalar values mapped along the streamlines of a tract. It would be expected 397 that corresponding sample points within a tract should have similar quantitative measurements. 398
However, if the sample points do not spatially correspond (as in the given example), quantitative 399 measurements may vary due to extraction of values at different spatial locations. 400 401 Some studies have explored cutting off tractography streamlines prior to terminal ends 402 [48, 49] such that streamlines within a bundle are of the same length. These studies typically retain 403 the body of a tract, while eliminating the head and tail, where trajectories may be more varied. 404
While these methods are able to better guarantee spatial correspondence of the samples taken along 405 the tract, the extraction and subsequent evaluation of these structural pathways are not performed 406 on the entirety of the tract. 407 408 Evaluation metrics and uses 409 A number of metrics were used to evaluate reproducibility of identified tracts. Spatial 410 reliability of identified tracts was determined by computing the mean Euclidean distance between 411 26 the subject/session tract centroid and corresponding template tract centroid. The spatial reliability 412 compared against the template is important to consider due to registration step in the generation of 413 tractography and establishing corresponding clusters in each subject/session data. Reliable tracts 414 should exhibit minimal distances when compared against the template tract. Exceptions were 415 observed in the arcuate fasciculus and optic radiation residing in the right hemisphere (R AF and 416 R OR respectively from Fig 4) . In particular, the R AF in the intersubject dataset exhibited greater 417 distance from the template tract. One possible explanation resides in the difficulty in tracking of 418 the R AF. A previous study noted differences in the principal diffusion direction between subjects 419
where the R AF could and could not be identified using deterministic tractography algorithms [50] . 420
These differences may also affect probabilistic tracking algorithms, though not to the point where 421 the R AF is lost completely. Additionally, neighbouring streamlines of other tracts with similar 422 trajectories could be mislabelled and clustered with those of the R AF, such as the superior 423 longitudinal fasciculus. The R OR in both datasets also demonstrated a large distance from the 424 template tract. Upon visually inspecting this tract in the template, outlier streamlines that exhibited 425 similar trajectories were seen in the identified template. These streamlines had terminal ends in 426 similar spatial locations as the R OR, but with a more linear trajectory that was not removed during 427 the outlier detection step. The manual removal of these streamlines resulted in a noticeable 428 decrease in Euclidean distance. 429 430 Additionally, the intersection over union (IOU) was computed (results shown in Table 1 ), 431 demonstrating the overlap of identified tracts with the template and also within each group of 432 datasets. Within group IOU was greater than the IOU when compared against the template, with 433 the intrasubject data exhibiting the greatest IOU in the majority of the tracts. Using the IOU, it was 434 27 determined the volumetric agreement both against the template and within each group was 435 moderate. It was noted in the binary maps that spurious end points resulted in poor overlap at these 436 terminal locations. While there appeared to be good agreement within the body of the tracts, the 437 poor overlap at the terminal ends may be a factor in the moderate agreement observed. Lastly, for the evaluation and identification of reliable U-shaped tracts, the previously 450 mentioned Euclidean distance and ICC metrics were evaluated in addition to streamline counts of 451 each tract. Importantly, the coefficient of variation (CoV) percentage of the streamline count for 452 each tract was computed and used (1) to assess the extent of the variability for each tract within a 453 dataset, and (2) to determine an appropriate threshold for eliminating unreliable U-shape tracts. 454
While registration can align different subject / session data, individual differences in local folding 455 patterns of the brain could cause some streamlines to be considered outliers when using a template. 456
As a result, some of the short-range tracts may not be identified. In spite of this, there are still 457 28 common gyri and sulci amongst individuals. One of our aims was to identify reliable and discard 458 unreliable U-shape tracts using our developed tool. Unreliable U-shape tracts was defined as those 459 missing streamlines in a single subject/session within the dataset, average streamlines fewer than 460 10 (where certain session/subjects may only comprise of a few streamlines) or greater than 150 461 (due to inclusion of outlier streamlines or streamlines from other similar tracts). In total, 125 462 reliable U-shaped tracts were identified and over 350 tracts were discarded following the 463 application of thresholds. 464
465
These results demonstrate the reliability of clustering methods both within subject (across 466 multiple sessions) and across different subjects in identifying similar tracts and evaluating the 467 scalar metrics along these tracts. Additionally, these results also present the challenge of evaluating 468 the reliability of U-shaped tracts. Ultimately, these metrics can be used to identify tract reliability 469 and improve or create new connectome atlases that include previously excluded tracts such as the 470 U-shaped tracts joining local brain regions. Some progress has already been made on this front 471 using atlas-based segmentations [47] . 472 473
Clustering vs regions of interest 474
Identification and extraction of tracts from whole-brain tractography can be performed a 475 number of ways. In this work, tract identification was performed via clustering streamlines based 476 on trajectory similarity. Other methods of tract identification make use of regions of interest (ROI) 477 drawn manually or from an atlas, as inclusion or exclusion masks. ROI-based methods are able to 478 identify streamlines joining together regions defined by inclusion masks. As noted previously, 479 these methods are often time-consuming and rely on prior anatomical knowledge. Additionally, if 480 an atlas is used to define ROIs, accurate registration with subject data is required. 481 29 482 Conversely, clustering methods do not require any prior knowledge. Instead a similarity 483 metric is computed to characterize the affinity between streamlines. Clustering algorithms can then 484 be applied to group to streamlines with high affinity. Registration between datasets is not explicitly 485 required, though it is helpful in computing streamline similarity across datasets and to establish 486 correspondence between different subjects. Automated techniques, such as clustering, ultimately 487 reduce the amount of time required to identify the different tracts by eliminating the need to place 488 inclusion / exclusion ROIs. 489
490
Clustering of whole-brain tractography is not without its own drawbacks. To compute 491 similarity between streamlines, there must be the same number of sample points along the 492 streamline. As mentioned previously, this could result in inaccurate comparison of streamlines due 493 to differing lengths. Additionally, the number of clusters needs to be predefined by the user. There 494 are ways to estimate the number of clusters (e.g. gap statistic, elbow method, etc.) that provide a 495 starting value, though determining the optimal number is not straightforward. Initialization of 496 clustering algorithms (e.g. k-means) are often random with final clusters dependent on the 497 initialization of cluster centroids and the number of iterations the algorithm performs. 498 499 Applications 500 Tract identification has a number of applications and implications both clinically and in 501 research. As previously mentioned, one such application is the improvement or creation of atlases 502 to include previously unknown or uncommon tracts are included (such as the U-shaped tracts). 503
Identification of tracts can also aid in answering research questions pertaining to structural 504 30 connectivity of the brain and for studying changes to such connections in patient populations or 505 due to disease progression. Tractography can also play a role in surgical planning to either identify 506 tracts to avoid or target tracts. 507 508 Limitations 509 Whole-brain tractography generation and clustering is a computationally intensive task. 510
Often, hundreds of thousands to millions of streamlines comprise a whole-brain tractogram 511 resulting in large files. The amount of memory required to perform tasks, such as comparing and 512 storing similarity of streamlines, is often large and increases with the number of streamlines that 513 comprise the tractogram. Additionally, a large amount of processing time (at a minimum, a few 514 hours for whole-brain tractography) is needed, again increasing with the number of streamlines. 515 516 Challenges associated with tractography have been well documented [51] and the issue of 517 false positive streamlines was noted [20] . An attempt at addressing this issue was performed 518 through the elimination of streamlines based on outlier detection. Further constraints could be 519 employed to help clean up streamlines, such as the use of anatomically constrained tractography 520 or quantitative information. While this may aid elimination of some false positive streamlines, it 521 is acknowledged that not all false streamlines are removed nor are all identified clusters of 522 streamlines valid (e.g. joining 2 brain regions that is not actually connected). Additionally, regions 523 of streamline kissing or crossing can create problems tracking streamlines. To tackle this problem, 524 constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD), probabilistic tracking and spherical-deconvolution 525 informed filtering techniques are employed. Together, these methods have shown an improvement 526 31 in tracking streamlines in the problematic regions while retaining streamline counts reflective of 527 the diffusion signal profile. 528 529 Along with the pitfalls of tractography, analysis of the tracts also pose a challenge. As 530 previously mentioned, outlier streamlines pose a problem in both evaluating reliability of tracts 531 and assessing quantitative metrics. A clear example was seen in the R OR, where outlier 532 streamlines persist even after attempting to automatically identify and remove outlier streamlines. 533
These streamlines, due to their similar trajectory with presumed true underlying anatomy, inflate 534 the measures of Euclidean distance with the template. If such streamlines are removed, a clear 535 reduction in the Euclidean distance is seen. Additionally, streamline counts are used to assess 536 reliability of identified tracts. While it is more likely that different subjects may have differing 537 tract densities, a single, healthy subject should exhibit minimal change across scanning sessions. 538
From our U-shaped tract analysis, we see the lack of streamlines for some tracts across the different 539 sessions of the intrasubject dataset. While we have identified these tracts as unreliable, further 540 exploration is needed. Finally, the quantitative metrics analysed (eg. FA, MD) were derived from 541 diffusion tensor measurements, which suffer from known problems in regions of streamline 542 crossing and kissing. Our developed tool is not limited to diffusion tensor measurements and can 543 include higher order or more advanced quantitative measures. 544 545
Conclusions
546
In this work, we demonstrate the use of our tractography clustering tool and evaluate its 547 ability to reliably identify and assess white matter pathways from whole-brain tractography using 548 both a single-subject, multi-session dataset (MyConnectome) and a multi-subject, single-session 549
